**APPENDIX 3 - Glossary of Terms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland</td>
<td>ASNW</td>
<td>An ancient woodland site, where trees and other plant species appear to of established naturally rather than having been planted. Predominantly these sites will contain 80% or over of site native species or species native to the surrounding area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternatives to Clearfell</td>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>Alternative to Clearfell is similar to CCF and refers to management systems where stands are regenerated without clearfelling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Woodland Site</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>A site that has technically been wooded since 1600AD and is unlikely to have been converted to farmland in the last few centuries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Cover Forestry</td>
<td>CCF</td>
<td>Continuous Cover Forestry is an approach to forest management that enables an owner of woodland to manage the woodland without the need for clearfelling. This enables tree cover to be maintained, usually with one or more levels and can be applied to both conifer or broadleaf stands. With Conifer it is possible to regenerate the crop a lot faster than in broadleaf crops, where the canopy is generally removed a lot slower and over a much longer time span. A decision to use CCF must be driven by management objectives and will have long-term vision often aimed at creating a more diverse forest, both structurally and in terms of species composition. There are no standard prescriptions meaning CCF is very flexible in ensuring opportunities can be taken advantage of as they arise. This development of a more diverse forest is a sensible way to reduce the risks posed by future changes in the climate and biotic threats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearfell</td>
<td>C/F or CF</td>
<td>To cut and remove all trees from a certain area of woodland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop</td>
<td></td>
<td>A stand of trees. Often associated with stands completely or partially managed for its timber.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrichment planting</td>
<td></td>
<td>Planting different species within areas of regen that helps diversify the range of species in a wood and in doing so can make it more resilient to future climate change and future threats from disease. Enrichment may be desirable in areas where success of regeneration is uneven, patchy or where a regen crop is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group felling / group planting</td>
<td></td>
<td>This is where small areas of woodland are felled hence the name ”group felling&quot; and then either allowed to develop through the use of nat-regen or in this case planted hence ”group planting&quot;. These techniques can help to develop structure* within a wood over a given length of time and is often used in conjunction with continuous cover. *Either in terms of age or number of tree species present, since shelter and shade are provided by the remaining upper storey one can consider a larger number of tree species when deciding what to plant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hectare</td>
<td>Ha</td>
<td>Unit of area equating to 2.47 acres.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native (and honorary native)</td>
<td></td>
<td>The trees making up the woodland are part of England's natural, or naturalised flora.  Determined by whether the trees colonised Britain without assistance from humans since the last ice age (or in the case of ‘honorary natives' were brought here by people but have naturalised in historic times); and whether they would naturally be found in this part of England.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Natural Regeneration              | Regen or nat-regen | Trees growing on a site as a result of natural seed fall, and can be used as a management process and can allow cleared areas of woodland to germinate, grow and develop naturally. This process can happen anywhere and woods can be managed to encourage nat-regen although there is no guarantee of success. In these instances, or if nat-regen is unlikely for a variety of reasons, one can use enrichment planting or group planting to achieve the same affect.  

The process usually relies on an overstorey of "parent trees" being present or on parent trees being close by to provide the seed. These parent trees will usually of been thinned and managed with natural regeneration in mind. 

Existing areas of nat-regen are then usually developed through carefully thinning the surrounding woodland over a number of years, to give more light and space to ensure the young trees can establish themselves into larger trees eventually allowing them to be incorporated ("recruited") into the main crop for the next rotation at some point in the future.  

Usually done in small groups or in strips this system can allow a varied woodland structure to develop over time. Protection from competing plant species and mammal browsing might be required in the early stages by fencing or |
| Rotation                          |              | Generally a commercial term used to describe the length of time an area of trees is growing for, from the time of planting to the time of felling. For broadleaves a rotation is generally a lot longer than that of conifer species* and can broadly be speaking anywhere between 80 years to 3-400 years, as opposed to conifer crops whose rotation is generally shorter but can vary from 20-25 years to 120 years plus. *The exception being that of coppice where rotation length can vary from 5 or 6 years up to 30 years plus depending on management objectives.  

"First rotation" would refer to an area of wood planted on open ground not previously wooded. And so "second
### Shelterwood

A management system that is applicable to conifer or broadleaf, where tree canopy is maintained at one or more levels without the need to clearfell the whole site. Felling can occur, but generally in small "groups" whose size shape and spatial distribution will vary depending on site conditions. The "groups" are then either: allowed to develop and establish by the use of natural regeneration, are planted or are established using a mixture of both techniques. This known as a "group shelterwood system"

A variation on this is "Single tree selection". This variation removes individual trees of all size classes more or less uniformly throughout the stand to maintain an uneven-aged stand and achieve other stand structural objectives. While it is easier to apply such a system to a stand that is naturally close to the uneven-aged condition, single tree selection systems can be prescribed for even-aged stands, although numerous preparatory thinning interventions must be made to create a stand structure where the system can truly be applied.

### Silviculture

A term coined during late 19th century from the Latin *silva* meaning 'wood' and the French *culture* meaning 'cultivation' and so silviculture is the art and science of controlling the establishment, growth, composition, and quality of forest vegetation to achieve a full range of forest resource objectives.

### Stand

A group or area of trees that are more or less homogeneous with regard to species composition, density, size, and sometimes habitat.

### Thin

**TH**

Selective removal of trees from a wooded area, giving remaining trees more space to grow into larger trees. Thinning is done to:
- Improve the quality and vigour of remaining trees.
- Remove trees interfering with mature or veteran broadleaf trees.
- Give space for tops (or "crowns") of broadleaf trees to develop and potentially act as a future seed source.
- Give space for natural regeneration to grow and develop with the intention of recruiting these younger naturally grown trees as a part of the future woodland structure.
- Create gaps for group planting or enrichment.
- Remove species of tree that may compromise the intended management objective of the woodland eg: non-native or invasive species such as Sycamore, Western Hemlock or birch.
- Improve the economic value of a wood.
- Help realise opportunities to enhance ecological value.

**NOTE:** This list is not in any order of priority and will vary depending on management objectives.

### Yield Class

**YC**

A method of measuring the growth rate or "increment" of a crop of trees by age and height; measured in m3 per Ha per annum. E.g. A crop with a YC of 16 is one that has an annual increment of more than 16m3 but less than 17m3, although generally only even numbers are used when stating YC.
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